A long-standing problem in laser theory is the formulation of a model for lasing which correctly treats the openness of the lasing medium/cavity and the non-linearity of the coupled matter-field equations. The steady-state electric field within and outside of single or multi-mode lasers arises as a solution of the non-linear coupled matter-field equations, the simplest of which are the two-level Maxwell-Bloch equations. While the basic equations involved have been known for many years, and many aspects of their temporal dynamics have been studied [1], relatively little progress has been made in understanding the spatial structure of the non-linear electric field, particularly in the case of multi-mode solutions for which spatial hole-burning and other non-linear effects are critical. It is natural to attempt to understand the non-linear solutions in terms of solutions of a linear wave equation. The two standard choices are either the hermitian solutions of a perfectly reflecting (closed) passive laser cavity, or the non-hermitian non-orthogonal resonances of the open passive cavity. In fact the intuitive picture of a lasing mode is that it arises when one of the resonances of the passive cavity is "pulled" up to the real axis by adding gain to the resonator. Often comparison of the numerically generated lasing modes with calculated linear resonances do show strong similarities in spatial structure, providing useful interpretation of lasing modes, although not a predictive theory. However with the current interest in complex laser cavities based on wave-chaotic shapes, photonic bandgap media or random media, it is important to have a quantitative and predictive theory of the lasing states, as the numerical simulations required to solve the time-dependent Maxwell-Bloch equations are time-consuming and not easy to interpret.
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In recent work we have formulated a theory of steady-state multi-mode lasing which addresses these concerns [2] . The theory implies that the natural linear basis for decomposing lasing solutions is the dual set of biorthogonal states corresponding to constant outgoing and incoming Poynting vector at infinity at the lasing frequencies (referred to as "constant flux" (CF) states). The steady-state non-linear lasing modes are then obtained via a non-linear eigenvalue problem based on an integral equation, whose solution is obtained through an iterative method.
Based on this theory, we show in this contribution that even in conventional lasers it is incorrect to regard the lasing modes as corresponding to a single resonance of the passive cavity and that multiple spatial frequencies occur even when there is a single lasing frequency close to the frequency of a single passive cavity resonance. These multiple spatial frequencies arise because several CF states contribute to a single lasing mode. While biorthogonal modes have been used extensively in resonator theory (notably for the case of unstable resonators), they have not previously been applied to multimode lasing theory. For multimode lasing the main difficulty is treating modal interactions and the related effects of spatial hole-burning. We outline in this contribution an efficient method for treating these effects exactly and illustrate their use in complex lasing media to predict power output and tailor the mode spectrum.
